Highlights from this Meeting

• “Exploring BPMN, CMMN and DMN Unification”
  – Two-hour session with 5 remote attendees, led by Denis Gagné
  – Intent to add an overall architectural view of processes, cases and decisions
  – Leaving the existing specs alone
  – Based on the experience of the Field Guide for Clinical Pathways (HC DTF)

• SysML Requirements Package
  – Presentation by Sandy Friedenthal
  – In support of BMI exploration of a generic (not technical only) requirements modeling specification
Highlights (cont’d)

• Extensive roadmap brainstorm

• Updates on related efforts
  – Liaison with ISO TC 309 (Governance of Orgs.)
  – Cloud WG, Data Governance WG

Future Deliverables (In-Process)

• Business Architecture Core Metamodel (BACM)
• Discussion paper based on Clinical Pathways Field Guide
• RFP for a BPMN/CMMN/DMN common concepts model

RFP/RFI Other Recommendations

• None at this meeting
Agenda Items for the Next Meeting

– BACM revised submissions (3 or fewer)
  • Status update, discussion, possible adoption

– Draft discussion paper on joint use of BPMN, CMMN, and DMN
  • Possible recommendation to issue

– Draft RFP for a model of common elements between processes, cases, and decisions
  • Targeting issuance by March 2019